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This Collection Of Research Papers Presents A Complete Picture Of The Jain Community`S Way Of Life, Its People
And Its Culture. The First Part Deals With Jain Society, The Second With Jain Religion And The Concluding Part
Relates To Jain Culture.

Avni Mehta Starts the Proceedings for the Evening Lord Dholakia, one of the most consistent supporter of the
Ahimsa Day celebrations formally opened the evening to welcome the guests on behalf of the Lib-Dem
Parliamentary Friends of India. He also invited the Institute to use the facilities in House of Lords to host a
similar event. Mr Gareth Thomas MP also took the opportunity to welcome many of his constituents who were
present in the audience. Mr Jaysukh Mehta, a Director of the Institute then welcomed the members of the
audience on behalf of the Institute. He outlined the history of Ahimsa Day celebrations and how the Ahimsa
Award had come about. He also listed the illustrious personalities who had been awarded the Ahimsa Award
in the past. The inspiring speech about what we could do to make positive changes for the world of our
children. Please click here for the full text of his speech. The earth is a living entity and we are interdependent.
We should respect the right of all life to exist, and learn to live in harmony with it rather than exploiting it.
The earth has enough resources for all. It is accumulation by the few that is the cause of the scarcity. We
should learn to live within what we need. He explained that these two principles offer us all the solutions that
we need to solve the problems that the world is facing, if we based our actions and thoughts on science rather
than politics! Click here for the full transcript of his address. He then read out a citation outlining the reasons
for the choice of his name. As the founder of the Young Indian Vegetarians Society and an active resident of
the Croydon Council, his efforts to promote Ahimsa were acknowledged by the Institute. The Board of
Directors of the Institute of Jainology were unanimous in their choice of Nitin Mehta as the recipient of their
prestigious award. Click here for the full transcript of the citation. Nitin Mehta MBE expressed his pleasure
and felt humbled that his name was included along with the illustrious names like Mr Nelson Mandela on the
list of the recipients of Ahimsa Awards in the past. He also delivered his own message of why he supports
vegetarianism and how the ecology of the earth is being damaged by eating non vegetarian diet. His full
address is appended. Click here for full text of his speech. Click here for the poem and its explanation. Jain
Delegation to the Vatican Our Mission Compassion and non-violence towards all living beings are the
fundamental principles of Jain philosophy. Our mission is to propagate Jainism and its values through art,
culture and education.
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Facets of Jainology is a collection of research papers. Facets of Jainology is a collection of research papers which
presents to the world a complete picture of the Jain communitys way of life, its people and its culture.

View an annotated PDF version of this bibliography. Directed by Michael Tobias. Produced by Marion Hunt.
Narrated by Lindsay Wagner. Public Broadcasting Corporation, Ashish Publishing House, Jaico Publishing
House, Nonviolence and the Web of Life. Harvard Center for the Study of World Religions, Can the Climate
Change? Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences , no. Animals in the Jain Tradition. Religion
and Ecology in Hindu India, ed. State University of New York Press, Religious Reflection and Environmental
Consciousness, ed. University Press of America, Essays on Buddhism and Nonviolence, ed. Jains in the
World: Religious Values and Ideology in India. Oxford University Press, Jain Communities and Cultures in
Indian History. Krisna, Vegetarianism and a Jain Dispute. World Religions and the Environment. Gilanjal
Publishing House, Review of Jainism and Ecology: Environmental Ethics 27, no. The Doctrine of Karma in
Jain Philosophy. Peter Lang Publishing, Culture and Environment, eds. Jaina Debates on the Spiritual
Liberation of Women. University of California Press, Essays in Honour of N. Jayawickrema Felicitation
Volume Committee, The Jaina Path of Purification. A Way of Life. Jain Temples of Rajasthan â€”
Architecture and Iconography. Religion, Economy, and Society Among the Jains. A Challenge to Western
Influences. Sacred Cows, Sacred Places: Origins and Survivals of Animal Homes in India. The Scientific
Foundations of Jainism. Naravan, Raideva and Janardan Kumar, eds. Jains in Society, eds. Michael Carrithers
and Caroline Humphrey, 31â€” Cambridge University Press, New Approaches to the Study of the Vedas, ed.
Harvard Oriental Series, Opera Minora, vol. Ahimsa, Anekanta and Jainism. The Jain Declaration on Nature.
Office of Jaina High Commissioner for India, Population and the Biosphere at the End of the Millenium. Bear
and Company, Religion, Philosophy, and the Environment, eds. Mary Evelyn Tucker and John A. The World
of Jainism. Asian Humanities Press, Atom in the Jain Philosophy and Modern Science. Jain Vishva Bharati
Institute,
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facets of jainology selected pdf Bhadrabahu was born in Pundravardhana (now in Bangladesh) to a Brahmin family
during which time the secondary capital of the Mauryas was Ujjain.

Vow to meditate and concentrate periodically. Thus, ahimsa has to be observed through mind, speech, and
body. The other rules of the ascetics and laity are derived from these five major vows. Neither is its
observance necessary simply because it is altruistic or humanistic, conducive to general welfare of the state or
the community. Rather it is an egoistic imperative aimed at self-liberation. Just as the Arihants achieved
moksha or liberation by observing the moral code, so can anyone, who follows this path. Some of the Jain
texts that refer to matter and atoms are Pancastikayasara , Kalpasutra , Tattvarthasutra and Pannavana Suttam.
The Jains envisioned the world as consisting wholly of atoms, except for souls. Their concept of atoms was
very similar to classical atomism, differing primarily in the specific properties of atoms. Each atom, according
to Jain philosophy, has one kind of taste, one smell, one color, and two kinds of touch, though it is unclear
what was meant by "kind of touch". Atoms can exist in one of two states: This corresponds with the
description of orbit of electrons across the Nucleus. Ultimate particles are also described as particles with
positive Snigdha i. Although atoms are made of the same basic substance, they can combine based on their
eternal properties to produce any of six "aggregates", which seem to correspond with the Greek concept of
"elements": To the Jains, karma was real, but was a naturalistic, mechanistic phenomenon caused by buildups
of subtle karmic matter within the soul. They also had detailed theories of how atoms could combine, react,
vibrate, move, and perform other actions, which were thoroughly deterministic. The scholarly research and
evidences have shown that philosophical concepts that are typically Indian â€” Karma , Ahimsa , Moksa ,
reincarnation and like â€” either have their origins in the shramana traditions or were propagated and
developed by Jain teachers. The sramanic ideal of mendicancy and renunciation, that the worldly life was full
of suffering and that emancipation required giving up of desires and withdrawal into a lonely and
contemplative life, was in stark contrast with the brahmanical ideal of an active and ritually punctuated life
based on sacrifices, household duties and chants to deities. Sramanas developed and laid emphasis on Ahimsa,
Karma, moksa and renunciation. In its years post-Mahavira history, it remained fundamentally the same as
preached by Mahavira , who preached essentially the same religion as the previous Tirthankara. Harry
Oldmeadow notes that the Jain philosophy remained fairly standard throughout history and the later
elaborations only sought to further elucidate preexisting doctrine and avoided changing the ontological status
of the components. Apart from these minor differences in practices, there are no major philosophical
differences between the different sects of Jainism. This coherence in philosophical doctrine and consistency
across different schools has led scholars like Jaini to remark that in the course of history of Jainism no
heretical movements like Mahayana, tantric or bhakti movement developed outside mainstream Jainism.
Digambaras, the older sect hold that nudity is necessary for liberation and only men can attain the final stage
of non-attachment to the body by remaining nude. They also hold that the canonical literature was eventually
lost. They also hold that the Jain canon was not lost. They notably also permitted their ascetics to be
"half-clothed" ardhambara in public areas only. The Yapaniya sect was absorbed into the Digambara
community during the medieval period. The following schools arose during this period: Terapanthi Digambara
â€” The Digambara Terapantha movement arose in protest against the institution of Bhattarakas Jain priestly
class , usage of flowers and offerings in Jain temples, and worship of minor gods. These were essentially led
by the laity rather than ascetics and soon became a major force to be reckoned with. The non-sectarian cult of
Shrimad Rajchandra , [59] who was one of the major influences on Mahatma Gandhi, is now one of the most
popular movements. Another cult founded by Kanjisvami , laying stress on theological determinism and
"knowledge of self", has gained a large following as well. Post Mahavira many intellectual giants amongst the
Jain ascetics contributed and gave a concrete form to the Jain philosophy within the parameters set by
Mahavira. Following is the partial list of Jain philosophers and their contributions: Pujyapada 6th century â€”
Jain philosopher, grammarian, Sanskritist. Manikyanandi 6th century â€” Jain logician, composed the
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Parikshamaukham, a masterpiece in the karika style of the Classical Nyaya school. Jinabhadra 6thâ€”7th
century â€” author of Avasyaksutra Jain tenets Visesanavati and Visesavasyakabhasya Commentary on Jain
essentials He is said to have followed Siddhasena and compiled discussion and refutation on various views on
Jaina doctrine. Mallavadin 8th century â€” author of Nayacakra and Dvadasaranayacakra Encyclopedia of
Philosophy which discusses the schools of Indian Philosophy. Abhayadeva to â€” author of Vadamahrnava
Ocean of Discussions which is a 2, verse tika Commentary of Sanmartika and a great treatise on logic. He is
also famous for Jnanasara essence of knowledge and Adhayatmasara essence of spirituality.
4: Vilas Adinath Sangave (Author of Facets of Jainology)
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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^Facets of Jainology: Selected Research Papers on Jain Society, Religion and Culture (, Hardcover) ISBN (revised Nov
).

6: Essay on how to make pakistan a better place to live â€“ artiboressmetsrimopilodecy
Vilas Adinath Sangave is the author of Facets of Jainology ( avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, published ) and Le
JaÃ¯nisme ( avg rating, 0 rati.
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He is the head of the six limbs of the sangha: shravaka, shravika, pandita (brahma), muni (vrati), aryika and Bhattaraka."
Many of the bhattarakas were prolific authors. [3] They wrote hundreds of original books and commentaries on various
subjects, in Sanskrit and in local languages.
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This book entitled Facets of Jainism is the first of the series of the publication under this Endowment by the Department
of Jainology. It contains 9 papers of Seminar on Glimpses of Early Jaina Thought conducted by the Department on 27th
and 28th February and 4 lectures conducted under Acharya Shri Tulsi Memorial Endowment Lectures during.

9: Jainismo - Wikipedia
Chaturmas, inauspicious for weddings and other celebrations, is a suitable time for householders to have an annual
renewal of faith by listening to discourses on dharma, and by meditation and vrata (self-control).
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